
TUE SIGNS AND DUTIES OF THE TIMES.

to light its long-concealed secrets; shah run to and fro and knowlGJge
even the very elements and first shah be increased." Let us confess
principles of things have become in that we are bound to proinote, by
a manner subservient to our will. It ail the means our power, the du-
is a wondrous age of discovery and fusion of general education. And
invention, and of the triumplis of let it ho our ambition te join in the
mind over matter; nor is this the march ofinquiry and trutb; to 'seek
least peculiar feature of the times-. and intermeddle vitl ail wisdor ;"
that there is scarcely an effort of and to embrace every opportunity of
ingenuity in combining and applying increasing our own knowledge and
the ascertained powers and laws of becoming farnliar with the numerous
nature that las not been brought te walks of Iearning and science.
bear on general utility, by lessening Stili, we must rejoice with trem-
labour or increasing enjoyment. bling; for we have seen in too many

Surely this is a state of things in instances with what facility our cor-
which we ought exceedingly to re- rupt nature car turn a blessing into
joice. The advancement of the hu- a curse, and how powerful are the
man mind must ever be a subject of proud and unbelieving tendencies of
thankfulness and congratulation to the human beart. With these views,
al Christians. Religion bas nothing it is urquestionably the duty ofthink-
to fear, but much to expect, froin the ing Clristians to enquire seriously
progress of knowledge. That "ig- in what manner knowledge may ho
norance is the mother of devotion," sanctifled to the noblest purpeses,
may be the maxim of a corrupt sys- and rendered serviceable te the great
tem that bates the light; but the cause of Christianity. It is very
Gospel needs no such concealment. important and useful, for instance, te
It shrinks not from the most rigid point ont the connection between
scrutiny. The more thoroughly its sacred and profane history; te gather
evidences are examined, the brighter illutrations of Seripture from the
and more convincing do they appear. writings of traveilers in eastern
Its doctrines contain nthing con- countries; te watch the progress of
trary to sound reason; while they discovery and art, in order to adopt
exhibit truths which the meanest in- sncb improvements as may most ta-
tellect can comprehend, and present cilitate the expeditions and universal
discoveries that elude the grasp of diffusion, of rehigieus knowledge; te
the mightiest minds. Its precepts show how ail the departments of
are undeniably adapted to promote science abound with proos of the
the true happiness of mankind. In amazing wisdom and goodness of
a word, Christianity is a system of God, and that every particle of mat-
ligbt and parity. It courts publicity ter is s0 skilfully adjusted te its
aud close investigation. During the place and fitted te its fanctions, that
darkness of the middle ages, its pro- there is neither deficiency nor ex-
gress was checked by the prevalence cess; now te arrest admiration by
of ignorance and superstition, and its the magnificent works of the Most
splendid beauties concealed; but the Hig , and now bythe more minute
revival of·literature was speedily fol- and delicate operations of His band;
lowed by the Reformation, and that te trace the analogiez between the
important change was accomplished natural and the spiritual world, show-
by men as renowned for learning as ing that the same God Iworketh al
for piety. Let us therefore rejoice in ail ;" te explain how He "bath
that we are living in the period pre- magnified his Word above ail Mis

icted by thse prophic Daniel, C Many. name,» and that the Gospel is ad-
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